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The latching block
must stop the slides so
the locks operate easily.

The slide should
seat in this area

Now close the rack in the same manner
till the slides come to rest in the latching
block.

Now pull on the handle until the ActionRack unit is fully extended.

Pull on Handle
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Place an adjustment bolt in each pivot
adjustment hole, use the middle holes for
now. Do not over tighten. Nut should be
flush with threaded end of bolt. Operate
rack several times to be sure everything
is properly aligned.

Tighten the load bar feet to manufactures
specifications.

The next step is easier with two people.
Set the unit on top of the vehicle in
desired position. Certain equipment will
extend past rear side. Make sure Rack is
forward enough on the vehicle as not to
interfere with rear hatch /window
operation.

Turn the lock clockwise to the locked
position it should turn freely and be in
the center of the locking slot. If not,
loosen latching block bolts and move the
latching block, then snug bolts and repeat above steps until slides, latching
blocks, and locks are in sync. Tighten
latching blocks.
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Now Attach your equipment carrier to
the Action rack by inserting a carriage
bolt with track washer into track and
fastening equipment carrier. Some
carriers may require some modifications

Now you may reposition the load
position bolts on the pivoting unit to
desired loading (down) position. DO
NOT have the Action Rack too close to
the side of your vehicle, as the weight of
equipment could flex the load bars and
cause the ActionRack to damage the side
of your vehicle.

NOTES

Carefully check the spacing
between the ActionRack in
the loading position and the
side of your vehicle.

Now that your ActionRack
is installed on your vehicle
operate it several times to
become familiar with how
it works.

ACTIONRACK

You can reach us on the web at:
www.actionrack-getitup.com

♦

♦

R

Thank you for purchasing an
ActionRack. Take a moment and
read to ensure safe and long lasting
use of your ActionRack

ActionRack’s LOADING POSITION IS
ADJUSTABLE TO SIMPLIFY LOADING
AND UNLOADING OF YOUR ROOF
TOP EQUIPMENT

Product
Installation

ACTIONRACK

Drilling JIG

Track Washer
QTY 4
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¼-20 x 1 7/8” Long
(Track Bolt) QTY 4

3/16” Allen Wrench

¼” DIA Drill Bit

With
¼ x 20 Locking Nut
QTY 4

¼-20 x 2.00” Long Allen
Head Bolt (Pivot/
Adjustment Bolt) QTY

Latching Block QTY 2

Action Rack Assembly

Check Package Contents:

Parts Included
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Find a good sturdy work surface to
install the ActionRack onto the bars.
Loosen your load bar mounting feet and

If you are purchasing load bars or if you
already have load bars they must extend
2 ½” beyond their mounting feet.

LOAD BAR REQUIREMENTS

ActionRack Mounting
Instructions

CAUTION: Installation is a 2 person
job.

Please use CAUTION when working
with Power tools.

7/16 Wrench or
Adjustable

Clamp Optional
But Recommended

Drill

Tools Required:
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Drill through one wall of loading bar
at a time. DO NOT attempt to drill
straight through. When finished
drilling remove clamp and jig.

Slide Drill Jig onto the end of
Loading Bar till it stops. Secure with
Clamp (Optional but
recommended).

Load Bar

lift load bars off the vehicle. The
mounting feet can remain on the load
bars. Drill both load bar ends as
follows.
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DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

The pivot bolt should be turned with the
Allen Wrench into the pivot hole as it is a
tight fit. Tighten Locking Nut till nut is
flush with the end of the bolt.

Note:

Slide pivot bolt through Pivot bracket
holes and through load bar holes.

Set ActionRack Assembly on Load Bars.
Line pivot holes on pivot, with the holes
you drilled in loading bars.

Identify the pivot hole on the pivot
bracket located on the ActionRack
Assembly.
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Handle
Work the ActionRack by having one
person hold the load bars firmly from the
rear.

Hold Rear of Load Bars

Unlock both locks.
Turn counter clockwise.

Place Latching Blocks around Load Bars
pull tight until they seat on the slide.
Inserts bolts and tighten till snug, using
Allen Wrench supplied. Do not fully
tighten, yet.

